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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is an accurate description of the handling of application exceptions thrown by a JAX-WS
service endpoint?
A. Application exceptions can be mapped to faults in WSDL.
B. Application exceptions are always propagated to JAX-WS clients as RemoteExceptions.
C. Application exceptions are always propagated to JAX-WS SEI clients as
WebServiceExceptions.
D. Application exceptions are always propagated to JAX-WS SEI clients as
SOAPFaultExceptions.
E. Application exceptions are NOT handled by JAX-WS SEI clients.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following actions are performed by the Authorization command on the payment
service?
A. determine which Payment Service Provider will handle the payment
transaction.
B. check for valid credit card data
C. substract amount from credit card account
D. check for availability of the requested amount.
Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each
question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct
solution.
After you answer a question in this sections, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result,
these questions will not appear in the review screen.
You need to design a logical architecture for the procurement team site.
You create multiple content databases for the site collection.
Does the solution meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: A
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